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The  history of supar  industry  in  Ghane,  is   such that   it  is 
difficult   to blaire   its   disnal performance  on  tuchnolopy.     At 
lea3t   that  is  not  the   feelinp yet  in   fovernnen"   quarters,   as 
is  evidenced by the   fact 
Ghana  Supar  Fstates   Ltd., 

that,   in spite  of  the  sad  story  of 
(r-HASEL) which  forns  the  r.ain  subject 

o*" this   paper,   a new   factory ^einp planned  by the  State  in 
collaboration <vith  Tate   &   Lyle  is  nearly  of  the  same  size 
as   r.KASEL's. 

this  is   not   illoricRl  since  the  OFASEL  story  is 
will  be  seen  in the   follo«ir.c nares,   and 

<n  the  choice  of 

And perhaps 
a peculiar one, 
cannot   therefore  serve   as   a  useful  puide   in 
appropriate  technology.      It  is  now  p<;nerally believed  that 
had  GHASEL been properly  planned  and  had been edeauately 
provided with  the  basic   infrastructure   fror»  the   bepinninp, 
the  performance would  have  teen  different. 

This   is   not   to say  however that  there   is  no  rerit,   even  at 
this   stape,   to  consider  the adoption  of  a  ne-r technology  as 
a  complement  to nhat   exists  in  the  industry nor.     The  only 
snap <*hich  mipht   arise  would probably be with  the  product 
which  would be turned  out.     Ghanaians   as  a  people,   are  very 
choosey,   and  if the  semi-refined  C-HASEL  pranulated  supar 
does   not  seen to   find  mush  favour with  t*er -  cube   surar 
is  what   they have  *een  used to  over  the  years  -  it   is 
doubtful  if Khandsari   su?ar would ve   acceptable  to  their. 

As   for  the   conparati ve   studv conducted  a   fen years  back 
which   tends   to  pive   small-scale  supar  industries  an  edpe 
over   larpe  ones  in   economic  terms,   it   is  the  view  of this 
writer   that  this   may  not  necessarily be  the   cf-se.     The 
little   farm -vhich was   used  in huildir.p  UT?  the  case  had  so 
npny   advantages  to   start  with:     better  location,  better- 
trained  staff,  adequate   finance,   and  round-the-clock 
extension  services.      It   also had  a  certain  arount  of  flexi- 
bility   in   fixir.r the   nrice   for  its   product   and  in   decidinp 
on what   to  pay   for  the   crop   for  its   rills.     But   P-HASEL 
had   to   operate  in  a strait-jacket,   poinp  strictly  p.ccordinp 
to   povernrent-ccntrolled   trices. 

T*e   choice  of an  expropriate  technology  is   certainly 
important,   and will   continue  to be  so,   to   most  of  the  Third 
V'orld   countries.     But   in  places  where   an  industry  is  started 
off  at   a  fairly sophisticated  level   and  not   'rom  the  grass- 
roots,   like  thé  sutrar  industry  in  Ghana,   it  nrobnbly  makes 
more sense to try to make it work at that level than to 
prade it. This is particularly importsnt in situations 
where the lower technology is equally ne"' to the people 
has  never been nart   of  their tradition. 

down- 

and 
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HISTORICAL   BACKGROUND 

Sugarcane   a»   a  crop has   long bean  cultivated in Ghana but not 

on a plantation scale.     Individual   farmers   cultivated the 
local  variety partly for  direct   consumption  and partly  for 
milling in amali   crushers and the  Juice processed  into   alcohol 
called   'akpeteshie'.    The local  variety was however  found not 
to be  suitable  for economic production of supar because  of its 
low sucrose  content. 

The   first  scientific study of the crop was  in 1948 when  the 
then  British Colonial Government requested one Professor Charter 
to  conduct  studies  into the possibility of establishing  a sugar 
industry and to submit proposals.     His  report indicated  that 
a sugar industry in Ghana was  an economically viable project. 
Following this,   a research station was established  at Kpong 
in the Eastern Region of Ghana  In 1953 by the University of 
Ghana  to study the growing habits of the crop,  and  to  determine 
the varieties of  cane most suitable   for the economic production 
of sugar. 

Further studies began at  the same time to explore   the suitability 
or otherwise  of available areas   for  the industry*     Asutsuare 
and Komenda were   finally  chosen as  two of the areas  suitable 
for large-scale  sugar cane growing but,  as  has now been proved, 
Komenda was   a wrong choice.    Asutsuare is  situated near Kpong 
where  initial  studies on the crop were started.     Komenda, 
on the other hand,   is a  coastal  town  in the  Central  Region of 
the  country. 

The Asutsuare   factory with a planned  grinding capacity of 
2,000 tons   cane per day to produce  30,000 tons of  refined 
sugar per annum was  erected by  the  Polish State Organisation, 
CEK0P   and was  commissioned into  production  in 1965.     The  Komenda 
factory with  a grinding  capacity of  1,000 tons cane per  day 
to produce  15,000  tons  of plantation-white  sugar per annum 
was  erected by the Czechoslovak   firm  Techno-Export. 

The   two   factories   together therefore  were  designed   to oroduce, 
at  maximum  capacity,  45,000 tons  of   sugar per annuir Thich would 
have   catsred   for  about   50* of the national  sugar   demand   in the 
"tate   sixties   and   the  early seventies. 
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The  Asutsuare   factory went into   production  during  the  19b6/67 
season,  whilst  the  Komenda one   commenced operations  the   follow- 

in? year  due   to   a  delay in the   completion of the  water  supply 

system. 

THE   ESTATES: 

1.    clÌ2Si£_S2^-§2ìl51 
The  Asutsuare   factory has   a  planned estate  area  of 6,500 

acres   (2600  ha).    The area   consists of heavy  alluvial 
soils  bordering on the Volta  River and heavy black  clay 

soils   (vertisols).    These  soils  have low infiltration 
rates   and poor internal drainage,  especially the black 
clay  soils.     The vertisols   on  dryinp crack  into  very  hard 

blocky   masses   and on wetting become very plastic,   due 

mainly   to  the   constituent   clay  mineral.     They  therefore 

have  a   drainage difficulty.      Both soil  groups   have   a  low 

nitrogen status.    The black   clays  in addition  have  low 

phosphorus   and potassium levels.     The  PH of the soils 

varies   from 5.5 to 7.0 with  the  alluvial  soils being 

more  acid than the black  clays.     The lower horizons  of 

the black  clays tend to be   alkaline because  of the presence 

of  free   calcium carbonate» 

Weather^Conditions^Jlsutsuarej: 

The  average   daily temperatures,   sunshine,  pan  evaporation 

and  monthly  rainfall of the  Asutsuare  area  are  presented 

in  the   table  below: 

"1 
Jan Feb Var Apr l'y Jn Jl Aup Sep Oct ilov Dec Total 

Ave. 

Rainfall 
(mm) 22.0 45.5 99.5 126.5 158.3 191.5 68.0 39.0 98.0 131.8 102.0 38.3 1117.8 

Max.T °C 33.9    35.1 34.8 34.1 33.0 38.9 29.7 30.0 31.3 32.1 32.9 33.3 32.6 

"in. T°C 21.1    '22.8 23.4 23.3 22.9 22.2 21.6 
1 

21.3 21.7 21.6 21.6 21.3 22.2 

Sunshine 7.1 7.6 7.1 6.8 6.8 5.1   4.3 4.5 4.9 6 I     7.8 7.6 6.3 
hrs. 

Pan Fvap- 
(nm). 

4.6 6.4 6.3 5.8 5.1 3.8 3.6 3.9 4.5 4.6 4.8 3.9 4.8 

'lthough  the   rnínírur* terger" ture s   ^re   r'.ther   ov  the   hiph 
s5.de   ñTiñ the  rainfall «ore-what   deficient,  well-controlled 
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experiments  have  shown  that  with proper  irrigation  good 

cane  crops  can  be  reaped. 

The  Komenda  factory  on  the  other hand,   has  a planned  estate 

of  3,800  acres   (1520   ha).     The soils  of the area belong 

to  the  coastal   savannah ochrosal   group  and consist  moatly 

of  greyish-brown  loamy  sands  underlain by  clay  at  a  depth 

of  about 60 -  100   cms.     This  clay  hard-pan makes  the 

internal  drainage of  the soils rather poor.    The soils 

are  of low inherent   fertility with  low PH  ranges of 4,5 

to  6,5.     The   climate   at Komenda  is  very  similar to   that 

of Asutsuare with  total  rainfall being  in the  range  of 

1000  to  1200  mir.     Vaximum temperatures,   sunshine hours 

and pan-evanoration  are  however,   slightly lower than 

those  of Asutsuare. 

Agri cultural_Praçtiçesi 

Both the Asutsuare   and  Komenda estates   follow similar 

agricultural practices.     The sequence of  field operations 

is  as   follows: 
1. Land clearing   (virgin  soil)  or stubble 

uprooting  (replanting). 

2. Ripping or  sub-soiling. 

3. Ploughing. 
4. Disc harrowing. 
5. Plant planning  and  Furrowing. 
6. In-field   canals   and  drains   construction. 

7. Planting. 

Due  to  the heavy nature  of the soils   at  Asu'suare  heavy 
crawler tractors with  accompanying implements   are  used. 

At  Komenda only light  wheel  tractors  are  used   for land 

preparation  Activities.     Sub-soiling  to  brealc-ur» the 

clay pan is,   however,   performed with  crawler t,r«ctors. 

Planting is  mostly   done  manually with   cane  overlapping 

on  rows  1.45   metres   apart  in the  long  dry period  from 

December  to  March.      Weed   control   in plant   cane   is 

achieved fcy  using  herbicides,  usually  invclvinr a 
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combination of triazines and 2 .A-D.amine. Weed control 

in ratoon cane is achieved by a combination of cultiva- 

tions   and  manual  weeding. 

Fertilizers   are  applied manually  at  the time  of piantine 
in plant  cane.     In ratoon  cane   fertilizer amplication  is 

mechanised  in  combination with   ridgo   reshaping and 
interrow  cultivation to  open up   for better aeration   and 

water penetration.     At Asutsuare  the  heavy black   clay 

soils  receive  N,P,   and K  fertilizing  in the  form of 

urea,   triple  superphosphate  and  sulphate of potash, 
whilst  the   alluvial  soils   receive  only nitrogen applica- 

tion.     At  Komenda  only N  and  P   fertilizers  are applied. 

Due  to  the heavy nature  of the  soils  with the attendant 

very  low infiltration rates,   and  the   rather  gentle   slope 
of the land,   furrow irrigation   is practised  at Asutsuare. 

But  at Komenda where the  soils   are  of  a sandy nature 
and the topography  uneven sprinkler  irrigation is   adopted. 

The  Barbados   varieties  B41227   (60*)   and B46364  (20*) 

occupy the  largest  acreage  at  Asutsuare.     At  Komenda 

B41227 is  the predominant variety  and occupies  about 

85«  of the  total  acreage.     The   acreage  under new  promis- 

ing varieties   like  NC0376,   C0997  and  DUH6  is  also 

increasing  rapidly. 

3.   a.OuiSÎSÏSESi 
Individual   and  co-operative  sugarcane   farmers  (outgrowers) 

also  supply  cane  to  the two  estates.     The  outgrowers' 

area  is  about  5,000  acres  (2000  ha)   at Asutsuare   and 

about  3,000   acres   (1200  ha)  at  Komenda.    The  climate 

and  soils   of  the  outgrowers'   areas   are  very similar to 

the  estate   areas,   except  that   rainfall in  the  former 

areas  is  slightly higher,  being  in  the  range of 1200 

to  1500 mm.   per  annum. 

The   estates   are   responsible   for-   extending  technical 

services   an^  kno^-how  to  the   outgrowers.     Their planting 

methods   and   cultural practices   are   therefore  similar  to 

those  cf  the  estate.     Due  to   the   absence  of   irrigation 
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facilities   on   the   outprovvers '   farms   only  the  varieties 

B46364   and  E41227  which  are   comparatively   droupht- 

resistant   are   recommended   for piantine.      Piantine is 

done   mostly in  April   at  the  beginning  of  the  main rainy 
season which  lasts   from April  to   the   end   oí   June. 

An   interesting   feature   of the outprowers'   farrrs  at  the 

two   estates  is   that  whereas   at Komenda   most  of the 

owners   are  resident   farmers,   the  majority  of the owners 

at  Asutsuare  are  absentee   farmers  who  live  in Accra, 
the   capital.     It   is   no  wonder,   therefore   that  acre 

for   acre,   thp  Komends   outprcwer appears   to  bp  doinp 

much   better than   his   counterpart   at  Asutsuare, 

TCA 

. . JCOfŒNDA ASUTSUARE . 

1973/74 16.2 7.2 

1974/75 14.2 9.1 

1975/76 14.2 12.1 

1976/77 14.1 12.1 

1977/78 13.2 6.2 

Cane   harvesting  on  the   estates  is   seri-nechanised. 

Burnt   cane  is   cut   manually   and the   stacked   cane  is  loaded 

mechanically by   grab-loaders   into   tractor-drawn  trailers 

to   the   factory.      Because  of  the  scarcity   of labour in 

the   Asutsuare   area,   rirrpnt   labour   fror   Northern  Chana 

is   employed  in   cane   harvesting.     But   at   Kor-enda,   the 
recruitment  of  local   labour   for  harvesting   does  not 

seer,  to  present   much   of a problem.     On   the  outrrowers' 

farms   cine  is   harvested   preen  and   loaded   manually.     Cane 

from  the   outpro^ers   is   purchased by  the   estate  on a 
flat  T?i-ht basis . 
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PERFORMANCE  TO  DATE   AND   SO?'?  OF  THE   REASONS   RESPONSIBLE 
PÖR 5ISAPPÖIMT1M6 RESULTS ÒF TRE TWO ESTATES  

Although  the Sugar   Industry  in   Chana   has  been  in  existence 

for  some  ti ire now,   it   has   not  been   able   to   achieve   its   planned 

targets.     Cane productions   have  persistently been   low   and 

factory performance,   especially  at  Asutsuare,  has   been   most 

disappointing.     The   poor  performance   of the   Industry may be 

attributed  among  other   things   to   the   following:   inadequate 

financing,   frequent   changes  in  management,   lack of  trained 

man-power,   inadequate   irrigation,  poor  rainfall,   and high 

pest   incidence.     In   the   short   period   of  its   existence,   the 

sugar industry has   passed  through  four  different  managements: 

Polish,   Czechoslovak,   Pakistani   and   Dutch.     This   is   clear 

proof  of things not   going  too  well.     One  may be  tempted  to 

say   that  the whole   industry had   a  false   start with   the 

original management   team.     As   is   very  well-known   sugar  proces- 

sing  and running of  sugarcane  plantation is   a very  specialized 
job   and  requires   a  very   experienced  management team.     Poland 

and   Czechoslovakia,   by   not  having been  colonial powers,   were 

not   familiar with   tropical  sugar  cane   agriculture,   and 

therefore  did not   tackle   the  plantation  pspect of  the  project 

wit*   the  expertise   that   it   deserved. 

The   two   foreign teams   however  had  to   leave   the  country   after 
the   1966  coup which  had  brought   in   its  wake   a significant 

ideological  shift.      Their   jobs  'vere   taken  over by   a  make- 

shift   Ghanaian team which  had  had no   previous  experience   in 

super  manufacture   or   sci&ntific   surar   cp.ne   growing,   Rsart 

from what   they had  been   able   to   learn   on  the  spot.     At   this 

stage   therefore  things   started   really   to   deteriórete,   especially 

on  the plantation.      The   estate  which   had   then been   taken   over 

by   the  Ghanp   Industrial   Holding  Corporation wr.s   again   given 

to   an   expatriate  managenent  team,   the   Associated   Consultant 

Engineers  of Pakistan.      Under   the   Pakistanis   also,   not   very 
much   could be  accomplished   due   mainly   to   severe   financial 

constraints   and things   deteriorated   still   further,   with 

irrigation  more  or   less   corine1   to   a   standstill. 

The   government  ?t   this   point   had  to   decide  whether   to   let 

the   industry die   a   natural   death  or   tc   fully  rehabilitate   it. 
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It   decided  on  the   latter.     It  therefore   approached  the world 

Bank   for  the  needed  loan.     The  'Vorld   Bank was   apreeable   to 
the   request   but  there  was   ?.  condition   attached:   the   govern- 

ment  was   to   enter  into  a   5-year  management   and   technical 

contract with  a Dutch  firm  (H.V.A.   Internationaal   of Amsterdam) 

to   run   the  project. 

The  performance of  the industry  durine  this  period when 

more   reliable  records were  kept   are  presented  in the  table 

below : 

Planned  and Achieved  targets  -  Asutsuare   Estate 
and Out g/r or e r s   { 0 G ) 

Period Planned Acreage 
to be harvested 

Actual acreage 
harvested 

Planned Cane 
Tonnage 

Actual Cane 
Tonnage 

Est. 0G. Tot. Est. 0G, Te* Est. 0G. Tot. Est. 0G. Tot. 

1973/74 306C 6400 9460 1700 7000 87C0 91700 108800 200500 24000 54000 78000 

1974/75 3370 6400 9770 2480 5500 7960 111100 115200 226300 27400 50200 77600 

1975/76 400C 6400 10400 2280 4568 6848 136300 121600 2^7900 45600 55200 100800 

1976/77 500C 6400 11400 3850 4000 7850 173700 128000 301700 70000 5GO00 12OOC0 

1977/78 5900 6400 1230C 3350 3500 6850 2Q5COO    1280OC 33380C 37300 19500 57300 

The   above   table   clearly  show  the   very   disappointing  results 

obtained  during the period  und«r  review  in  both  acreare   availa- 

ble   fur planting   and  cane  harvested.     Although  the   Dutch   team 

brought   a  let  of   expertise   and   experience   pained  over  20 
years   in   sugarcane   agriculture   ^om   Ethiopia   into   the   country, 

it   did not   succeed   due   to  two  main  reasons:   outmoded  management 

style   and  lack of proper  attention  to   the   existing irrigation 

network. 

The   Dutch   realised   too  late  that  management   techniques   that 

worked   successfully in  Ethiopia would  not   necessarily work 

in   Ghana.     The   Ghanaian   senior  personnel were   completely 

excluded   from management   decisior.-mpking  and   the   -.any   useful 

subreptions   learnt  by  then ever  the   years   -"ere  not   heeded   to. 

Thi   "-h^naiar.  st^tT  therefore   hai  ne   alternative  but   to   adopt 

a  nassive   attitude   to   their work  which   did   the  Company   no 
?ood.      The   other   mistake   of  the   Dutch   team  w=s   that   instead 



of rehabilitating an existing 2000 acres (800 ha) irrigated 

farm, it started an arbitious expansion programme involving 

3000 acres (1200 ha) of irrigated land in 197¿.  But the 

world recession of 1974 coupled wit h the accompanying infla- 

tion and steopfall in the value of the U.S.   dollar, as 

against the European currencies, s?3 the doom of the estate 

expansion programme.  "eanwhile, two years of continuous 

severe drought in the years 1976/77 and 1977/78 led to very 

low cane production in the poorly irrigated farms at Asutsuare 

and on the rain-fed estate at Koraenda. 

Rainfall and Cane Production - Komenda Estate 

Long Years 
Average 1975/76 1976/77 1977/78 

Total  rain- 
fall   (nm) 

Cane   Produc- 
tion   (Tons) 

1200 870 

58,683 

670 

38,893 

624 

28,51 

The results fror Komenda best illustrate the effects of the 

drought since at that estate due to po^er supply (electricity) 

probiens, irrigation is only available to newly planted 

fields to ensure good termination.  The rainfall in 1976/77 

was only 56Ü of the lonr (20) years' ave rare and that of 

1977/78 was even porse since it represented only 52Í   of the 

lonr years' average. 

Cane production followed a similar pattern with production 

beins far lower than expected.  It had been hoped that as the 

rehabilitation programme prorressed, =nd rifa  the improved 

arri cultural practices introduced, cane production per acre 

would also improve to the levels shown in the t">ble below: 



Tons   Cane   Per Acre   -   Exnected   and /ctual 

Expected TC/A Actual TC/A 

Period Komenda Asuts un re Koner da Asutsuar«; 

Estate Op. Estate Op. Estate Or. Estate OF. 

1973/74 17 13 30 17 21.9 _ 14.1 7.7 

197^/75 18 14 33 18 21.6 - 11.0 9.1 

1975/76 20 16 34 19 20.0 - 20.0 12.1 

1976/77 21 17 35 20 12.7 - 18.2 12.5 

1977/78 21 17 35 20 ?.? - 11.3 5.6 

Pest   incidence   has   alsc   contributed   trerendously   to   the   low 

cane   and supar  productions.     Eldana   saccharina   is   the   most 

important  of   the   three   ster-borers   attacking suparcane   in 

Ghana;   the  other  two  are   Sesamia  and   Chilo  spp.      Fldana   causes 
about   77*  of   the   danape   to   cane,   with  Sesaria   and   Chilo 

causinp  respectively  about   22?   and   1%   damare.     Sesania  normally 

attacks    young   cane  before   internode   formation,   whereas 

Eldanr.  attacks   cane  at   »11   sta?e   of   développent.      Apart   fror. 

th«=   loss  in  weirht  of cine,   and hence   reduction   in   cpne  produc- 

tion,   the  very  hiph borer   infestation  rate   is   also   responsible 

to   a   very larpe   extent   for   the  very   low  rendement   (5*)   of 

the   erne.     Estirates  in   other  ccuntrir-s   e.p.   "'est   Indies, 
India  etc.,   have   shown  that   for every   1%  of  internodes   bored, 

ther«   is  a  loss   in   renièrent  of  about   0,07?.     Thus   with  the 

very  hi?h borer  infestation  rates   a   large part   of   the   supar 

in  the  cane   is   lost   through borer  attack. 

Averape   Borer  danaro   -   Kcrenda   Estate 

1974/75 1975/76 1976/77 1Q77/78 

% Stalks 
; ttacked 

•*   I n t 3 r - 

Attacked 

6-? 

31 

75 

1": 

70 

43 

30 

¿5 
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The over-all performance to date of the two estates is represented In the table below s 

GENERAL PERFORMANCE TC DATE 

» 
i 

1 , 
Year                              '73/74 74/75 '75/76 '7*5/77 

l 

'77/78 73/74 '74/75 |'75/73 '73/77 '77/78 

Acreage - Estate 1700 2480 2280 3846 335C + 1540 
1 

2360     29C7 3 CSI 3250 

Acroage - O'growers 7CC0 5500 4568 4029 315C%I 2800 2790 2975 3130 3794 
T.C.A. - Estate 14.3 11 20 18.2 11.2 22.5 21.6 20.2 12.7 8.8 
T.C.A.- O'growers 7.7 9.1 12.1 12.4 6.2 16.2 14.2 14.2 14.1 13.2 
Cane Crushed - 

Estate (In tons) 24400 27400 45616 70163 37484 34700 51100 5037'' 38893 28518 
•Cime Crushed - (.) 

C'frrowers (In tons) 5 4000 50200 55153 49972 13435 45300 39500 4233 C 44040 50148 
No. of Season Days 138 114 167 145 21 161 138 173 153 168 
Cane/Season Day (tons)     19C 804 615 839 370 505 687 590 577 576 

Cane/i illlng Day ( ") 1320 1363 1187 1516 1438 874 1007 9S0 920 920 

Down-time (%) S2 41 49 45 C   A 40 29 -¿i 41 49 
Total ^'ol asses 

Produced 5500 4022 6382 8530 3715 5000 4991 3120 5022 4342 
Total Sugar Produce«? 36C0 5072 5472 5900 24C0 4300 6275 5TÎO 5900 4900 

NOTESt 

+     The decline is caused by the partial floodin~ of one of the threo farms of 
the estate for the construction of Ghanas second hydro-electric power. 

%     This ic caused by the shift in emphasis by private farmers from su<rar-cane 
growing to rice crowing. Currently underway in the area is a Government- 
UÏ-7ZF Project involving rice cultivation. 

(.)   Two factors are responsible for this : 

(a) stand-over cane which could not bs crushed by the •str.te'cnd which 
wac consequently sold to private mills ; 

(b) the high incidence of mini-crushers in the area. 

Asa point of historical interest the sucrar production figures at the astates before 
Ghasel take-over are ouo<«d below : 

(METRIC TONS) 

Year Asutsuare Kononda Total 

13SS/70 1200 4CC0 52C0 
127C/71 1500 '.SCO 6100 
1 ?7!/?2 2000 «} C ,"> " 550C 
12"?/73 3200 "i 35C0 S70C 

part of this v-.c r?.v suç?.^ imported from 3r"2il for loc.l -efinir/' 
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FIH/MCIAL   POSITION   OF   THE   COtTANY 

(The   unit   of  currency  In  Ghana   is   the   Cedici 
and   its   exchance   rite   arp.ir.3t   the  Dollar Is   2.75) 

'With   it?   yearly output   so  lo•,   it   is  not  surprisinr that 

GHASEL   should   find   itself  almost   permanently   in   the  red. 

Currently,   it  has   an   accumulated   lonp-terp  debt   totalling   ¿28 

million   as   opposed   to   ordinary   shareholding   of  ¿13.5 with 

accumulated   loss   at   the end of  September,  1Q77   standinp  at 

¿17  m.     The   ordinary   shareholding   equity shows   a  net  deficit 

of  ¿3.7  n,   a   sien   of   nerative   return  on  investment.     And   all 

this,   in   spite  of  the   fact  that   GHASEL  obtains   a  pood price 

for  its   sup-arl     It   rust he  mentioned  here  that   in   Ghana,   the 

prices   of   certain   conmodities,   including supar   are   controlled 

by the   Government.      i-FASEL  at  the   moment  sells   a   50  kp bae   of 

supar   for  ¿67  including a  development   levy of   ¿12.15,     But 

it  is   estimated that   before  the   Company  can   break  even,   a   new 

price   of   sil50   for   a   50 kp bap nay  have   to be   granted.     This 

is  not   only  to  offset   the effect   of  the low   outnut,  hut   is 

also   meant   to pay   <"or   the  ever-rising price   of   cane. 

Throurh   effective   lobbying by  the   outrrowers,   sore   of whom 

are   former  politicians   the producer price  of   cane  has  continued 

to   rise  whilst  the   price  of surar  has   regained   static,     "¿hen 

GHASEL   took   over operations  in   1973  the producer orice per 

ton  of   cane  "7as   ¿10;   now  it  is   ¿40,   and  there   is   every 

indication   that   this   may  Pò  ur.   arsir   durir.?   the   co-inr campaign 

to  between   ¿5 5   -   ¿60.     Should  this   haüper.,   GHASEL  may tiara- 

doxically,   considerine its  precarious   financial  position 

support   the  move   since  it  harbours   a   genuine   fear that  if   it 

refused   to   accept   the   nrice  increase,   private   crushers who 

may not   feel  bound   by   fixed  rovernnent  prices   may  outbid   them. 

The   lew   cane  supply   from the out Prowers   to   the   mills   at 

Asutsuare   last  season  was  partly   attributable   tc   the  interven- 

tion   of  private   crushes, 

In  sharp   contrast   to   the oarforrance  cf the   surar  mills,   the 

alcohol   plant   -f  the   Company  situated   at  Asutsuare   has  been 

Der form. In ~   cuite  7"-"ïll..     ''it h  an   installed  'îlant   cara ci tv   cf 
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2,5   TI  litres   it   can   at  the   mcrent  hrndlo   «11  the  rolssses 

produced.     Between .the  two   estates,   a   total   of 9,-400   tons   of 

molasses  SP.S   produced durinr  the  1)77/78  campai m  and   fror. 

this   nearly   1.7  ir   litres   of  ethyl  alcohol  -»as   distilled. 

The  present  price   of athyl   alcchcl,  which   apair. is   erovernment- 

controllcd,   is   ¿1.98;   for   the   conin?  season   f-HASEL   intends 

to propose   a  new   sellinr  nrice   of ¿5.00. 

BROAD   LESSONS   FROM  GHASEL'S   EXPERIENCE 

1. The   chances   cf  success   of  an nrro-based   industry which 

is   not   conceived  as   part   of  a penerai   arricultural 

proeramme   are   very  slim.     Because   such  an  agricultural 

prorranme  was   non-existent   at  the   tine   the  surar   industry 

was   beinr  set   up,  the   vital  position which irrigation 

occupies   in   a   sound   agricultural  policy was not   appre- 

ciated  and  in   the event   the  development   of the   supar 

industry   suffered.     As   has   been  emphasised several 

times   in  the   forercinr,   OHASEL's   main  bane has   been 

inadequate  supply of  water  and this   is   something which 

would not   have   been   loft   out  of its   planninr had  there 

been  a   comprehensive   agricultural   schere.     Also,   it  was 

as   a  result   of   the absence   of a   cenerai   ppricultural 

policy  in  the   country   at   the tire   that   Konenda  was 

chosen   as   a   site at   all!     True,   a   private  Dutch   corcany 

had  earlier  started   a   snail  su,?ar-cane   plantation   there 

but   that  was   rere  to   strengthen  sore   historical   links 

which  Holland   had with   that  nart   of  the   country   (there 

is   a  Dutch Kcmenda  there)   than to   satisfy some  pressing 

economic  needs.     The   poor   soil3   at   Konenda  coupled  with 

the  3evore   corrosion   effects  cf the   sea-breeze   should 

have  been  enough reason   to   discourage   any  serious   investor 

from  settinr  up   a supar-rill  there. 

2. Funds   rade   available   for   rehabilitation  were  later   found 

to   be  insufficient  becausr   of conservative   cost   estimates 

(probably  to   r.eet  I.D.A.   criteria   for   the  lean), 

subsequent   devaluations   and   inflation,   and  the   lene 
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period  which   elapsed between  the  nublication   of the 
'•Vorld   Bank   feasibility renort   and  the  actual   si?ninp 

of  the  Afreenent.     Periodic   re-appraisal   and   adjustment 

of  ccst   estimates   therefore   becomes   important  in  an 

inflationary  economy  for projects   lasting   from 2  to   3 

years   or more. 

3.     The  policy  thereby  a  foreign   company  charred with Vue 

management  of  a  local enterprise  is  required  by 

Government   to   own  shares   in   it   should  not  only be 
pursued but   the  quantum of  the   shares   should   also  be 

significant.     There  is  now  a  widespread  belief  in  Ghana 

that   had H.V.A.   been   forced   to   take   up   an  equity  share 

cf  mere   than   the  token  5^   that   was  offered  them,   they 

would  probably   have performed  better.     This   belief  is 
built   on  H.V.A.'s   solid  achievements   in  Ethiopia where 

the   factories  were  their own property. 

A.     Since   Poland   and   Czechoslovakia,   the  countries  which 

established  Asutsuare   and   Korrends  respectively,   are   non- 

members   of  the  V'orld  Bank   the   I.D.A.   loan  rranted  GHASEL 

could  not  be   used   for  the  purchase  of  spare   parts   *"rom 

the   two  places.     This  obviously   constituted   a  serious 

impediment   in   the   plant  rehabilitation   schedule.     This 

probier  of   course  "*ould  have   been  avoided   if   the '"orld 

Bank   had  insisted  on  the   Government  settini?   aside   suffi- 

cient   foreirr.   currency  for   the  purpose   of  spare  parts 

procurement   it   the  tire   the   ."rreer.ent  was  >-einr  signed. 

5.     "'ith  the  benefit   of  hindsirht,   it   is   surrested  that   the 

sequence   of   abrupt   chances   in   manarement   and   the nerlect 

of  traditional   procedures   and   practices   may   have  been 

detrimental   tc   the  orderly   development   of  r-har.n's   supar 

industry.     In   other words,   it   is   not   unlikely  that   a 

different   story   about  the   industrv mi-ht  have  been  told 
today   if  local   expertise,   especially  at   the   time  the  H.V.A. 

came   ir.,   had  been   maximally   utilised.     This   is  particularly 

true-   for  on-rcinr nro'ectc   'which   m°y   already   hav = 
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identified   cert ein  thines  which  may  hold   pood  at   almost 

all  times   for  the  enterprise   irrespective   of who   is 

actually   in   charre  of  management. 

6. Fcr  p.  venture   cf  such   a  marnitude   as   GHASEL's ,   it   is 

important   that   the control  over  certain services, 

considered   as   essential  inputs   in  its  operations,   is not 

left in the  hands  of a  third  party,     whilst   the   canal 
which conveys  water to  the  Komenda  estate   is  controlled 

by  the Irripatiou Department   nf the Ministry of  Agriculture, 

the  head-pump   itself is   run  by   GHASEL.     At   Asutsuare 

exactly  the   reverse is  the  case.     And until  the  end 

of  the last   campaipn,   the supply of power  to  the   Komenda 

estate was   the  responsibility  of the Electricity  Corpora- 

tion of Ghana.     Both estates   have,   as  is   to  be expected, 

suffered  seriously  from late   deliveries  of   services or 
from actual  default  on  the  part  of  these  third parties. 

Future  ventures  of the  magnitude  of  GHASEL  should not only 
be  made   self-sufficient  but   should   also be   absolutely 

responsible   fcr  the control  of  their  services,   utilities 

and input   supplies. 

7. There  should  be   a   clear  departure  by  government   from it« 
traditional  practice  cf aopointinj? mainly   civil   end public 

servants   tc   3erve  or.  3oard  of   Companies 'vith such a 

commercial   bias   as   GHASEL.     Of  the   seven   members   who 

constitute   the   Hoard  of Directors   of  GHASEL,   as   many as 

six  »re   ex-officio  members  -"ith  the  "ar.arinp Director of 

the  Company  mekintr up  the number.     Because   these 

ex-officio  members  do  have  their  OTII daily   assignments 

to   fulfil,   most   of which  could be  quite  onerous,   they 

cannot naturally be exnected   to   devote much  cf  their time 

U   the  affairs   of GHASEL.     It   is  cessible   that  had the 
Board teen   comticsed  of  members  who   had the   time   to   pc 

to   the estates   tc  talk   tc  people,   it would  probably have 

emerged  that   a*   least   in  one   area,   the H.V.A.   team was 

net   fulflllir.r   its  iirt   ~f  the   contract  and   that   is, 

trainine  cf   1-cl  rar.arement   staff. 
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8.       In   all   such   future   Agreements   as   the  one   drnwn   up 

between   Ghana,   I.D.A.   and  H.V.A.,   clauses   should  be 
provided   therein  to   make  it   possible   for; 

a) the   recipient   country  to   examine the   curriculum 

vitae of  all prospective   expatriate   staff  before 
thoir actual  appointment.     As   a result  cf   the 

absolutely   free   hand which  the  H.V.A.   had   in  this 

respect,   some  unsuitable  expatriates  were   sent  in 

who   later  had  to  be bundled  out  through worker 
agitation ; . 

b) all   parties   to   agree  before   any reallocation  is 

made   in the   disbursement   of   funds.     In  the 

oririnal  Agreement  an   amount   cf $2.2   million  dollars 

was   to be   spent   on  civil  works,   including   irrigation, 

and   nearly   $¿  million   on   expatriate   management   fees. 

At   the end  <^f the contract however,   the  actual 

amount  spent  on   civil  works  -.«ras  0.8   m dollars 

whilst that   on  management   fees   bad  risen  up   to 

slightly  over  $5   million.     There is  nothing on 

record to   show  that  this  was   agreed  to by  all 
parties  involved; 

c) the   I.D.A.   as  the  donor   financial organisation  to 

play   a more   effective   role  in   monitoring  the 

activities   of the   nroject.     After  all   the   I.D.A.   is 

not   an ordinary  bank whose  interest   should   be  limited 

to   the  usual   lender/corrow^r   relationship;   the 
spirit  behind  all   I.D.A.   loans   tc Third  "'orId 

countries   is  to  ensure   that  they achieve  the  tarpeted 
results  and   these   can  only be   done  through   more 
direct involvement. 

9.       Sere   decree of   financial   autonomy   should  be   granted   to 

these   industries  whose  products   are  irport-substituting 

but  whose   operetions   recuire   the   importation  of   a   certain 

amount   cf  foreign  itrms.     0"ASEL  belcnrs   to   this   category 

of   industries,   and  even though  it   -."as   giver,  an   import 
licence   -vorth   ab cut   ,^6rillicn   at   the beginning   of the 

yeir,    >3   at   the   t:>e   of writing  this  ps^er,   not   a   single 
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iter  has  been  ordered   due  to   lack   of  the necessary 

fcreifm  exchange   cover.     This   situation   certainly  does 

very   little   to  heln   an  ailihr  Company   like   GHASEL.     At 

least,   a  certain percentage  of what  is   saved   in  foreign 

currency to   the nation  as   a  result  of  GHASEL's  operations 

should  have  been  set  aside   for this  purpose. 

THE  FUTURE 

Although  the  overall  performance  of  the   estates  up   to now 

leaves   much  to te  desired,   it  appears   there  is  still  a  future 

for the  industry.     At least   the   government  has not   given   up yet. 

It   feels   and  rightly so,   that  after  spending  so  much poney on 

the  prcjeet   (total   investment  rade  as   at   30th September,   1977 

is nearly  ¿40 million)  it would not  he   sound   financial policy 

to  abandon  it.     The  povernr-T.t  is  also   aware  of the  bip  strides 

being  nade   ir  the  suptr industry by  the  two  neighbouring 

countries,   the  Ivory Coast   and  Nigeria,  which  lie   in nearly 

the  sane   latitudes   as  Ghana  and which  therefore  are  not  much 

different   in  terr.s   of  climatic  and  other  geographical  conditions. 

For  a  start,   the  government  has   at  lone  last  recognised  the 

crucial  position which irrigation occupies   in  any  meaningful 

agricultural  programme  and   has   accordingly  set  up   an  Irrigation 

Authority.     '.Vhat   this  means   to   rvp.ASEL   is   that   it   may not  now 

be  talking,   to  disinterested    officials   when  it  approaches   them 

for   funds   to  improve   the   estates'   irrigation   facilities. 

The  second  important   step which   is   likely tn  be  taken  soon 

by  government   concerns   the   composition   of the  Board  of  Directors. 

The  ineffectiveness   <- f the   GHASEL  Board,   having been so   amply 

demonstrated,   it   is   new being suggested   that   the   ex-official 

membership  be  drastically   cut   down   and   their places   taken   up 

by private   people   whc will   have  the   time   for  the   Company.     This 

idea   incidentally  happera*-   te be  one   of the  Tain  recommendations 

made  by   a   Committoe   appointed  recently   tc   look  into   the  affairs 

cf  the   sursr  estates,   and   it  seers   to   hsve   rone   down  very  well 

with   the   government.     There   is   also   talk   ?bout   revamping   the 
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surar  industry   3card  to  rake   it   more  effective.     The   Sugar 

Industry  Board  <*as   set  up   in   1973   to  advise   the  government 

on   all   waters   concerning supar  -   this was   a   move  to   check 

GHASEL   from assuming  an  obvious   monopolistic  position   -  but 
hitherto   its   nein   function   area   has   been pricing. 

Notable   changes   are   also  takln? nlace within   GHASEL  itself. 

In  the  nest  inadequate  attention was  paid  to   the outerowers. 
Experience     however  has  proved   that   for  a  lonp  tire  to   come 

the  outgrowers  will  continue  to  play a  7ery  imr-otant   role  in 

the  sugar industry.     Everything possible  therefore  is   being 
done   to   improve   and  increase   the   output   from  these   farms. 

This   includes   a   closer  liaison with  the Agricultural   Develop- 

ment   Bank which,   under  a Tripartite   agreement  with  GHASEL,   has 

been  granting leans   to private   farmers,  better organised 

extension  services,   and  improvement  of land  preparation  and 
cultivation practices. 

Again,   through extensive  selection  trials,   new  and  higher- 

yielding  cane   varieties   are  being  identified   to   replace   the 

existing  ones,   especially  B41227  which is   very   susceptible   to 

borer   infestation.     With  the   help   of the  Supar   Industry 

Eoard  and  the  University of  Ghana,   extensive   research   into 

the biology  and  nhenonena  of  the   stem borers   is   currently 

underway  at  the  estates with  a  view  to  finding possible   control 
measures. 

Lastly,   there   are   deliberate   administrative:    moves within 
the  organisation no-  to   coordinate   the  activities  of  the  two 

estates   as  much  as   possible.     As   of now,   the   only  area   -/ithin 

the  Company where   there  has   been   some  coordination  is   in 
accounting where   there  is   a   substantive  head   at   the  head- 

quarter  of the   Company  in Accra.      Since  there   are  no   corres- 

ponding positions   at   the Head  Office  to  oversee   and   harmonise 

the  activities   of  the  technical   and   agricultural   departrents 

cf  the   organisation   is   ».  /rliole,   certain  serious   discrepancies 
sometimes   occur  in   their  operations.     It   is   proncsed   to 
rectify   this   situation   ::cn, 
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It is also realised that merely getting hiph-calibre advisers 

at the Head Office to direct affairs at the estates will not he 

enough to brinp about the -,otal coordination effort aimed at. 

The  exercise should al30 involve the regular physical movement 

of personnel from one estate to the other to exchange ideas on 

common problems.  A start has already been made in this direction 

and it has bepun to pay off dividends.  A nroblem on an Oliver 

Campbell filter which had dopped the Asutsuare estate for years 

and was losinp hupe quantities cf  supar throuph the mud has 

Just been solved as a result of this mobility between the estates. 

The OLiver Campbell filter heads had been turned so that the 

no-vacuur, section was facinp the mud-t'rouph instead of the low- 

vacuum section.  The ripht thinp was beinp done all the time 

by the other estate and this was not known to Asutsuare. 

All this is not to say that OHASEL is out of the woods yet. 

The Company is deeply aware of the problems confrontine it - 

poor cane yield, pocr cane quality, inadequate infraetructural 

facilities, near bankruptcy, and above all, a Board whose 

impact on its operations has so far not been very much felt. 

But it ia clear from the new interest that is beinp shown in 

th'î supar industry >y all concerned that there is still a future 

for it.  It must however be emphasized that nc matter what the 

new chanpes are, GHASEL will continue r.arkinp time if these     „ 

changes are net accompanied by ADEQUATE FUNDS WHFN T"FY ARE 

MOST NEEDED. 
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